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FEATURE BRIEF | Google Analytics 360



Get deeper insights into your marketing performance Google Analytics 360 integrates with DoubleClick so you can figure out and build on what’s working



Through the integration between Analytics 360 and Bid Manager, Panasonic got easy access to highly detailed metrics and insights across channels. This enabled them to allocate budget dynamically, improving return on ad spend by 30%, dropping bounce rate by 50%, and increasing click-through rate by 300%.



Read the full Panasonic case study.



Your business might have dozens of advertising campaigns in play, but no single, unified platform that shows how all those campaigns impact conversions. If that’s the case, you’re probably missing some important pieces of your data puzzle — including key steps on your customers’ journeys from awareness to purchase. Those gray areas could hold you back from investing your marketing budget in the most efficient way possible, and keep you from understanding the results you’re delivering. All web analytics tools can generate reports from a single source. But what if you could integrate your data from multiple sources in real-time? That would help you get deeper insights, moving beyond conversions to understanding on-site engagement. You would know which of your campaigns are directly driving sales, and you could also see which campaigns are influencing them as well. Google Analytics 360 integrates with other key Google marketing products to help you grow what’s already working with your marketing campaigns.



Deeper ads insights in Analytics 360 The reporting integration between Analytics 360 and DoubleClick gives you cross-channel insights into how your DoubleClick Bid Manager and DoubleClick Campaign Manager campaigns are driving conversions and engagement on your website. Analytics 360 connects the impressions and clicks driven by Bid Manager and Campaign Manager to the website visits they drove. This enables you to see view-through and click-through sessions directly in Analytics 360. You can go even deeper by segmenting your data by specific Bid Manager and Campaign Manager dimensions like “Campaigns” and “Creative.” For example, you’ll be able to view which creative drove the highest Average Session Duration to your site.



Digital Marketing Campaign Data



Site Analytics Data



Did the customer bounce? Who is the customer?



Digital Marketing Campaign Data



No customer conversion



How long did they stay?



Customer sees or clicks on ad



Customer arrives on site



Which products did they browse? What else did they do?



Successful customer conversion
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The integration also includes an updated set of Traffic Sources reports. You’ll be able to see a last-click de-duplicated view of all traffic to your website — across paid search, organic search, email, referral, social, or mobile. You can get the same insights even if you use Floodlight to measure conversions in Campaign Manager. Just import your Floodlight conversions directly into Analytics 360. By combining your Floodlight conversion data from Campaign Manager and on-site metrics from Analytics 360, you will unlock insights that otherwise wouldn’t be available in one platform alone.



Did your ads influence sales? Bid Manager and Campaign Manager data is also integrated into Analytics 360’s Multi-Channel Funnels and Attribution Models. Multi-Channel Funnels let you see the complete path to conversion, showing how your Bid Manager and Campaign Manager ads drove or assisted conversions on your site. Plus, you can analyze your campaign performance using different attribution models with the Model Comparison Tool.



Did your ads drive sales? If you share ad spend data from Bid Manager and track revenue in Analytics 360, you can now measure Return on Ad Spend (ROAS) for Bid Manager campaigns by analyzing your ad spend and revenue data directly in Analytics 360.



What’s stopping you? Viewing your campaign performance data in DoubleClick alone can tell you only so much. Integrating that data with Analytics 360 provides deeper reporting. That way you can know exactly which channels have performed best and understand how each affects your bottom line. Without a deep understanding of a user’s journey on your site after an ad click, you may be missing key information about their engagement along the way. Analytics 360 integrates with your media campaigns, giving you data-driven insight into your customer journeys.



*Data entered into Campaign Manager



About the Google Analytics 360 Suite The Google Analytics 360 Suite offers powerful and integrated analytics solutions for today’s biggest enterprises. Measure and improve the impact of your marketing across every screen, channel and moment in today’s customer journey. It’s easy to use, and makes data accessible for everyone so the “aha” moments are simple to discover and share. Move from insight to impact faster with the Analytics 360 Suite. For more information, visit g.co/360suite © 2018 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. GANL-CS-1401
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Get deeper insights into your marketing performance Services






Your business might have dozens of advertising campaigns in play, but no single, unified platform that shows how all those campaigns impact conversions. If that's the case, you're probably missing some important pieces of your data puzzle â€” including key steps on your customers' journeys from awareness to purchase. 
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Get deeper insights with Enhanced Ecommerce - Services 

behavior and product performance. Enhanced Ecommerce measurement can help you keep pace with the evolution of online retail. Get deeper insights. Enhanced Ecommerce is built on top of the powerful Universal Analytics foundation. It includes tracking 
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Get deeper insights to deliver more effective ... - Services 

You may use AdWords to reach customers and rely on Google Analytics to understand how they engage with your site. But did you know that. AdWords and Google Analytics can be linked to improve the power of both? Link your accounts and you'll be on your
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Get deeper insights with Enhanced Ecommerce Services 

The Google Analytics 360 Suite offers powerful and integrated analytics solutions for today's biggest enterprises. Measure and improve the impact of your marketing across every screen, channel and moment in today's customer journey. It's easy to use,
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Get deeper insights with Enhanced Ecommerce Services 

State-of-the-art conversion attribution and testing tools help ... product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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Measuring Marketing Insights Services 

The marketing world's intense focus on analytics, of late, hasn't always led to better performance â€” because, while it's easy to collect data, it's difficult to turn it into deep insight. This Insight Center covered content that included a leading 
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Arthur Phillip High School Dives Deeper into ... - Services 

move the school's digital learning environment to Google Apps and ... that the school decided to introduce a one to one Chromebook program for ... â€œGoogle Apps and. Chromebooks provided an educationally and technologically sound solution.â€� In lat
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Looking Deeper into Our Church 

In Romans 1â€“11, we learn the depth of God's love for us in Christ, how God is redeeming the world through. Christ, and how God has given us His Spirit so we might live out our redeemed lives with His power. Paul exhorted us to bless those who perse
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Turn your data into intelligence - Services 

Using artificial intelligence, companies can make smarter decisions, deliver better customer experiences, and build intelligent apps. Google built TensorFlow, a transformative open-source machine learning tool, as a service designed to get companies 
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Publisher Insights Services 

your message. Employ a simple hierarchy to give your page clear structure that guides the user and highlights what you want them to see. Keep in mind the information ... http://support.google.com/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=35769. Example .
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Google+ Insights Services 

Or, if your audience is largely based in a specific region, time your posts and tailor your messaging to target that region. Google+ Insights offers a close-up look ...
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Use customer insights to deliver on marketing strategy Services 

See the customer behavior trends that are driving your business. Do you really know your ... 2016 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google and the Google logo ...
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Use customer insights to deliver on marketing ... - Services 

in Analytics 360 means it's simple to create a customer segment and remarket to those customers using AdWords or DoubleClick products. For example, you can ... Analytics 360 has everything you expect from your enterprise analytics solution: dedicated
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To build trust for attribution insights, grow your ... Services 

Lift Analysis (Ground Truth). Fractional Attribution. Last-Ad Attribution. Assist Value. 61.6%. 59.2%. 11.4%. Figure 2: Assist values from display on search clickers. Note the last-ad attribution is not 0% here, as we considered the assisting impact 
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SMZDM acquires deeper user insights and increases lead ... 

London, Hong Kong, Shanghai and New York, the data company was named by Deloitte as one of the fastest-growing tech firms in Europe, thanks to its unique technology approach combining talent with software and service expertise. SMZDM found out that a
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SMZDM acquires deeper user insights and increases lead ... 

data, turn them into valuable insights, and create actionable ... fifty-five deployed User-IDs on SMZDM's web and app platforms. ... good quality or good price.
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Eastern hemisphere, eBay global alliance's first partner in China and. Alibaba ... encourage them to create high-quality content, which in turn attracts new ...
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a peek into your consumer's future Services 

a regular keynote speaker. Read more about Nicole at www.fivebyfifty.com. Martin Roll is an advisor to Fortune. 500 companies and Asian firms with more than 25 years of C-suite counselling experience. He advises on strategy, leadership, and brand mar
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Optimize Performance Across the Entire Marketing ... Services 

last interaction in the journey, missing pivotal moments to introduce their business to new customers and influence decision-making. Attribution is designed ... your customers, including CRM data, with your analytics platform. Understand - With the r
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Drive peak performance for your digital content Services 

Analytics 360 was created to address this challenge. It's built to help ... With all the data in one place, you can immediately get a clear view of your user. Easy to.
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Get more from DoubleClick Digital Marketing with ... Services 

Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. GANL-CS-1401. About the Google Analytics 360 Suite. The Google Analytics 360 Su
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